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RACING and Football: Like the one, you’ll probably like the other! (Pic from Betdaqtips.com) 

The Beautiful Game and The Sport of Kings 
CHANCES are, if you follow the one, you follow the other. Both sports are an amalgamation of  
die-hard fans, huge amounts of punting, controversy, excitement, upsets and athleticism that can 
be compared to moving poetry. 

With either racing or football dominating the tv’s and topics of conversation in my house, I seemed  
compelled to compare the two.  
 
Football, or more specifically, the Premier League (for the purposes of this article) teams, play 38 matches 
in a 9-month season. Throughout this gruelling season, players are analysed, criticised, heroed      (to p2) 
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and zeroed, before, during and after each game. 
Platforms for any and all comments are abundant, 
and it seems there are no limits.  
 
Although Horse Racing in SA has a considerably 
longer season (being all year round) the stables, 
horses, trainers and jockeys seem to experience the 
same fate - minus the Pound exchange rates.  
 
In both sports, fandom is a commitment… just like 
the die-hard fans of football clubs, we have  
unconditional fans of the South African racehorses 
and trainers - like their moms and dads, the ABC 
Community or the breeder of the winning horse. Just 
kidding… 
 
Horse Racing and Football can both be turbulent on 
the emotions, constant highs and lows or spirals 
from joy to disappointment, and visa versa, because 
both a horse, and a footballer, can transform a race 
or game in a matter of seconds.  
 

So here are some of my comparisons of 
South African Horse Racing Trainers and 
stables to English Premier League Clubs 
and Managers and of players to horses in 
their yards: 
 
(My comparisons are NOT a representation of the 
club that the trainer supports… I didn’t even ask 
them.) 

 
Liverpool = Paul Peter Racing Stables 
 
WHY: This stable is always in the winner’s box. A 
well establish and successful stable that are getting 
closer and closer to the best. They are very  
community orientated with a lot of backbone and 
history. They raise those babies like Liverpool raised 
Steven Gerrard and bring them up the ranks to their 
full potential.  
 
Manager: Jürgen Klopp = Paul Peter 
 
It seems that every 2yo Paul Peter backs is  
smashing them, kind of like sending your U23’s to 
the FA Cup to battle… and still getting the job done. 
 
The Squad:  
 
Van Dijk = Rebel’s Champ 
Both are just solid. Just like the LFC Captain, 
Rebel’s Champ never puts in a bad performance.   
 
Firmino = Sarah 
Always knocked by the public as being over-rated, 
but so often delivers the goods.  
 
Mané = Vistula  
Tried and tested.  
 
Salah = Summer Pudding 
Both are the darlings of their respective teams. Liv-

erpool fans love Salah almost as much as the  
Peter’s love Summer Pudding.  
 

Manchester City = Sean Tarry Racing 
 
WHY: Man City and Sean Tarry Racing have both 
been enormously successful, and both have had 
critics for their respective backing and investment, 
but they’ve proved impenetrable and maintain the 
status of “the one that everyone needs to beat” for a 
few years now. 
 
Manager: Pep Guardiola/Sean Tarry 
 
Although Sean still has a full head of hair, compar-
ing him to Pep Guardiola is relatively easy… they 
both seem like highly-strung geniuses.  
 
Both are meticulous, run an incredibly tight ship, 
both expect a lot from their teams… and give them 
success in return.  
 
The Squad: 
 
Sterling = Chimichuri Run 
Both have a fantastic turn of pace, and they rarely 
come away without scoring.  
 
De Bruyne = Zilzaal 
Both seem to have gotten better with age and are 
currently at the peak of their powers.   
 
Agüero = Celtic Sea 
Quick, but versatile. Both absolutely love an away 
game.                                                  

SEAN Tarry, meticulous, like Pep Guardiola. 

(to page 4) 
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Leicester City = Adam Marcus Racing  
Stables 
 
WHY: The (relatively) new kids on the block who 
have gotten everyone’s attention with some big wins. 
This stable and Club win at long odds, and without 
massive budgets. Both have unbelievable BMT.  
 
Manager: Brendan Rogers/Adam Marcus 
 
Both are stars on the rise, born in the game that they 
are flourishing in. Rogers is known for his brilliant  
1-on-1 management style, Adam Marcus similarly 
seems to give a lot of individual attention to each of 
his horses  
 
The Squad:  
 
(Yes, this landed nicely in my lap.) 
 

Jamie Vardy = Vardy 
Namesakes and equally impressive athletes.  
Watching either sprint and pirouette over grass, is 
breathtaking.  

 
Chelsea = Snaith Racing 
 
WHY: Both Chelsea and Snaith Racing are quite 
posh and their stable feels pretty prestigious. They 
are both always huge contenders and they both 
seem to have the class factor.  
 
Manager: Frank Lampard/Justin Snaith 
 
It’s definitely not Justin’s first season as the principal 
of his team, but a lot like Frank Lampard was raised 

by Chelsea, Justin was raised by Snaith Racing. 
This undoubtedly is the motivation behind his  
already successful and prestigious career. Cheekily, 
I also think Frank and Justin both have that clean 
shaven, good looking thing going for them too.  
 
Squad: 
 
Tammy Abraham = Erik The Red 
 
Arguably the best 2YO in CT- a young sensation, 
that scores the big wins and keeps morale up while 
some older already championed members may be 
ageing out or are ready for stud.   

JUSTIN Snaith has that “clean-shaven, good-
looking’ thing. 

Sheffield United = Alan Greeff 
 
WHY: Both SHU and Greeff Racing have been 
around for a long time, and have both been in and 
out of the Premier/Top 10 positions. Sheffield United 
deserves a helluva lot of respect for the season that 
they are having, and to consistently stay up there, 
eliminates the fluke factor. Similarly, and a little 
more consistently, Alan Greeff makes the top 10 
trainers log from his base in PE and earning PE 
stakes - he deserves a lot of respect here.  
 
Manager: Chis Wilder/Alan Greeff 
 
Both have come on a slightly different path to  
success, possibly a tougher one than running in a 
major (high stakes) centre/a huge club, both have 

earned their place.  
 
Squad:  
 
Lundstram = Greg Cheyne 
 
Although Mr Greeff does not necessarily have the 
outstanding Grade 1 winning horse in his yard, he 
does have a jockey that plays a major role in his 
success, a consistent and key player in his  
operation.  
 

Tottenham Hotspur = Fortune Racing  
 
WHY: Spurs are steeped in history and   (to page 6) 
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bursting at the seams with talent. The Fortunes are 
a racing family dynasty that are having major  
results.  
 
Manager: Jose Mourinho = Andrew Fortune 
 
Cocky, confident and calls a spade a spade, not 
scared to wind up the opposition. 
 
Squad: 
 
Harry Kane = Invidia 
Both earn the BIG bucks. $$$ 

 
“Wolves” Wolverhampton Wanderers FC = 
Candice Bass-Robinson 
 

WHY: The Wolves team have gained respect over 
the past few years, but with that, seem to be held at 
a slightly higher expectation by the big boys.  
Candice Bass-Robinson inherited some mammoth 
shoes to fill, and she’s doing it, but it certainly  
wasn’t easy to prove herself worthy. Much respect 
here. A very solid team. Still a very under-rated club 
and yard.  
 
Manager: Nuno Espirito Santo/Candice Bass-
Robinson 
 
Both go out to win regardless of the competition’s 
reputation, neither are intimidated by form.  
 
Squad: 
 
Jiménez = Russet Air 
 
Not believed to be the best but finds the back of the 
net often. Hugely under-rated. Russet Air went off at 

66-1 in the Cape Flying Championship, and 
smashed them.  

 
Manchester United = Mike De Kock Racing 
 
WHY: MDK and Man U both have all the  
accolades. They are wildly successful, hugely  
respected, most supported and get the most  
attention. Lots of backing, experience, international 
appeal and star players, but at the end of the day 
only human. Even the best can have a tough  
season.  

 
Manager: Ole Gunnar Solskjaer/Mike De Kock 
 
Given the length of his tenure of incomparable  
success… we should probably compare the big dog 
to Sir Alex Ferguson. 
 
Squad: 
Pogba = Hawwaam 

Rashford = Soqrat 
Consistently good and always in with a live chance 
of victory.  
 

Arsenal = Brett Crawford Stables 
 
WHY: Now before you think this is in any way unkind 
considering Arsenal’s position this season, listen to 
my reasoning: Arsenal is one of the most well-
managed clubs in the league, and this to me, is 
comparable to Brett Crawford’s yard. He has happy 
staff, well informed, loyal owners. Arsenal nourishes 
players, just like Brett raises horses to get to their 
best, and isn’t afraid of trading horses for the better 
of the yard and its interests. Like Arsenal, Brett has 
had MASSIVE results, and some of the most well 
known horses, and has a very decent following.  

The Squad: 
Pierre- Emerick Aubameyang = Run Fox Run 
Generally consistent and can be relied upon to bring 
home a W for the team.  
 
(+ some legends: Henry and Fabregas = Jackson 
and Futura) 
 
Well, those are my comparisons, done and dusted.  
 
A big thanks to my wonderful bf - Christopher for 

checking on my football facts… Actually, a  
weekend of me initiating conversations about your 
two favourite sports… you should be thanking me. 
Happy Valentines Day Babe! 
 
If you’ve got any clever comparisons, send them in. 
–tt. 

————AUTHOR’S NOTE———— 
 
By the way, for every article that I can entice you to 
read, TT will donate R1,500 to Love-A-Bull - a dog 
shelter for Pitbull breeds that are often saved from 
fighting rings and notoriously hard to rehome. If you 
would like to donate as well, please, please do. 
Love-a-Bull SA (NPO 184681) FNB Branch:250655 
Current Account: 62696206921 

BRETT Crawford, massive results. 
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THE Alexander Racing Team and jockey Chase Maujean celebrate a fourth career victory from 14 starts 
for Saragon alongside the five-year-old’s owners (JC Photos). 

Alexander stable pulls off a fine four-timer 
GARY Alexander’s stable remains one of the most competitive and professional outfits in the game. 
They posted four successive wins at Turffontein’s inside track on Saturday to take their seasonal 
tally to 32 wins, reflecting an excellent 15% strike rate of winners to runners. 

Tellytrack’s interviewer Brandon Bailey ran out of 
superlatives when the fourth winner came around, 
describing a quad on one day as “a dream for any 
trainer”.  
 
This was, however, a dream fulfilled perhaps a  
dozen times or more in years gone by for the  
Turffontein yard, who has racked up more multiple 
winners at single meetings than they will be able to 
remember! 
 
The four-timer was impressive, all the winners won’t 
stop here and Alexander said: “The string is well, 
we get them fit. Don’t overlook us, especially in the 
long-distance races.” 
 
That was perhaps a bit modest coming from some-
one who has trained Gr1 champion sprinters like 
Tommy Hotspur, but the Alexanders seem to have 
predominantly miler-stayers in the stable at present 
and the results have been versatile. 
 
While master jockey Piere Strydom (Chijmes, Race 
4) and leading senior rider Chase Maujean 
(Saragon, Race 5), both received praise for their 
respective rides, apprentice Luke Ferraris got  
Alexander’s highest accolades. 
 
He said: “We’ve worked with (the likes of) Jeff 
Lloyd, Dougie Whyte, Piere Strydom, MJ Odendaal 
and Raymond Rhodes, and Luke is from the top 
drawer. He will hold his own.” 

The young Ferraris’ winning pair was General  
Jackson (Race 2) and Fierce Fighter (Race 3), and 
the first was particularly impressive. General  
Jackson skated away for a 5-lenth win and Ferraris 
said: “He has a lovely action, there will be more wins 
coming his way.” 
 
Alexander added: “We’ve had some bad luck with 
draws, but he finally cracked a one draw this time. 
Well done to Lindi Garlicki of Connemara Stud for a 
superbly-bred horse.” 
 
Alexander will probably be thinking of bigger things 
for General Jackson (Jackson out of stakes-winner 
Rubirosa), who looks progressive enough to take on 
smarter, while a Durban campaign is on the cards for 
Chijmes. “He’s only maturing now”, said the trainer 
about the Summerhill-bred, who looked beaten going 
through the 400m but won the race by galloping re-
lentlessly when his rivals came under pressure.  - tt. 

INVITATION TO RACING PUBLIC 
 
SOUTH African Equine Health & Protocols (SAEHP) 
are inviting the racing public to an open discussion 
session to be held at the start of the Asian Racing 
Conference, at 3:45pm on Friday 21, February, at 
the Cape Town International Convention Centre 
(CTICC). “We’ll be doing a presentation to the pub-
lic, all about the European Union’s audit to take 
place in April and May, we encourage everyone to 
attend,” said Adrian Todd, CEO of SAEHP. 
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Racetrack considered as venue for Boat Race 
 
BANGOR-On-Dee racetrack near Wrexham in North Wales is awash with something Noah’s Ark would’ve 
had no problem floating on. The track condition has been declared as officially “heavy” and track manage-
ment is hoping they will be able to complete the Sky Sports Race Day at this venue on 21 March.   
Notwithstanding, oarsmen from Oxford and Cambridge are reportedly preparing themselves to stage this 
year’s renewal of the annual ‘Boat Race’ at Bangor instead of the championship course on the River 
Thames. It is said that, since the influx of a diversity of foreign nationals to London, the great river is filled 
with everything from Machetes to wet wipes to remnants of Lamb Vindaloo gone “off”. However, London 
Mayor Sadiq Khan said: “It’s a storm in a brass bowl! The Thames is not near as polluted, for example, as 
the Milnerton Lagoon in Cape Town, South Africa, where canoeists are allowed to row provided they don’t 
fall in the water.” 

Gold Circle announces theme for  2020 VDJ  
GOLD Circle has announced that ‘Butterflies will be the Theme for this year’s Durban Juy, as below: 
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Enquiries: Jo Knowles on 083 399 6353 

joknowles.ems@gmail.com 

Dough Boy and three Jocks 

GARETH Pepper, a.k.a the ‘Pillsbury Doughboy”, 
‘Donovan Yep’,  ‘Brandon Serena’ and ‘Meagan Latham’ 
enjoyed a braai in Sydney on Sunday, and Pepper typed 
their names as such, explaining later that the former South 
Africans had enjoyed a few ‘dops’ with their Rib-Eye steaks 
and that his WhatsApp finger missed the right keys. The 
three little ones are actually jockeys Donovan Yeo, Bran-
don Lerena and Keagan Latham. Yeo and Lerena work for 
trainer Bjorn Baker, Lerena has had provincial and city win-
ners, while the longer established Latham rode a  
double at Gosford racetrack north of Sydney on Saturday. 

Under Starter’s Orders... 
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